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Abstract: 

This article explores the narrative negotiations of Cuban-American cultural belonging 

and sexual orientation in Achy Obeja’s novel Memory Mambo (1996). Referring to 

the concept of ‘hyphenation’ introduced by Gustavo Pérez Firmat and to Lawrence 

La Fountain-Stokes’s concept of a ‘sexile’, as well as to Homi K. Bhabha’s idea of 

cultural difference, it shows how the narrator’s discourse creates an understanding of 

the intersection between race, sexuality and nation embedded in the oppressive logic 

of colonial thinking. Analysing examples of the narrator’s enunciations, the article 

concludes that the accounts of first person narrator and protagonist Juani Casas map 

hybrid ‘borderlands’ (Gloria Anzaldúa) from a Cuban-American perspective in order 

to challenge the colonial scaling of sexual orientation within a diasporic Caribbean 

context.  

 

The Caribbean is considered a region where homophobia is particularly prevalent 

and legitimized by law.1 Newspaper articles and human rights reports with titles such 

as “Homophobia In The Caribbean: Anti-Sodomy Laws And Persecution, Being Gay 

Is No Fun In The Islands” or “Hated to Death: Homophobia, Violence and Jamaica’s 

HIV/AIDS Epidemic” offer an indication of the level of interest taken in ‘Caribbean 

Homophobia’ by Western media.2 While the oppression of non-heteronormative 

peoples is often linked to historical patterns of patriarchy within colonial Caribbean 

societies3 and, as such, “taken for granted”4, the representation of and political 

discussion about queer experience has become an increasingly common theme 

within Caribbean contemporary literature.5 The growing number of essay collections 

and literary anthologies dealing with subjects such as cross-dressing and lesbian-gay 

lifestyles testifies to the extent of the ongoing debate about sexual differences in the 

Caribbean region.6  
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Some of the best-known examples of contemporary Caribbean queer writing 

include the autobiographical novel Antes que anochezca by Cuban author Reinaldo 

Arenas, the essays and poetry of Audre Lorde, as well as the short stories and 

novels of Shani Mootoo.7 It is particularly noteworthy that the biographies of all three 

authors derive from diasporic contexts.8 The literary scholar Evelyn O’Callaghan 

connects the strong presence of diasporic authors whose works feature themes of 

sexual difference to a yearning to bring the “silenced stories” of queer subjectivities 

within the Caribbean to light.9 She also situates “the metropolitan centre” as a “more 

positive location for the ‘freeing up’ of alternative sexual subject positions.”10 This 

seems to be true for the authors mentioned above as well as for Achy Obejas, whose 

novel Memory Mambo (1996) will be discussed in the following pages. Lorde 

describes herself as a “Black lesbian feminist poet warrior mother” and in her writings 

frequently reflects on intersecting oppressions, anticipating crucial ideas on the 

entanglements between class, race, sexuality and gender that were later put forward 

by other lesbian writers of colour (e.g. Patricia Hill Collins, Gloria Anzaldúa, Cherrie 

Moraga).11  

Therefore, the analysis of diasporic Caribbean narratives offers an 

unprecedented insight into criticism by the queer community on heteronormative and 

colonial domains of power.12 By focusing on hybrid spaces in which differing cultural 

systems overlap, the authors of these narratives use a fictitious context to reflect 

upon queerness from different angles, incorporating both subaltern and dominant 

discourses. Essentially, these narratives provide an experimental space for the 

decolonial exploration of various theories that have emerged out of the field of 

gender studies. What is really occurring in these stories is the decolonisation of 

academic knowledge concerning gender and sexuality, as realised within geo-

political and racial borderlands.13  

In her ground-breaking work Borderlands. La Frontera. The New Mestiza 

(1987), the Chicana and Third World feminist critic Gloria Anzaldúa focuses on the 

borderland paradigm when dissecting the binary discourses of heteronormativity, 

sexism, racism, and neo-colonial thinking. According to Anzaldúa, the borderland 

concept does not only reference a physical state but also a psychological, sexual, 

and spiritual one. She describes the way in which subjects who inhabit borderlands 
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are able to negotiate the contradictions and tensions of that plural state, being as 

they are forced to transcend the fixed frontiers separating races, genders, sexualities, 

cultures, and languages. In contrast to the intersectionalist approach of black 

feminists such as Audre Lorde or Patricia Hill Collins, Anzaldúa’s border feminism 

does not focus on multiple physical locations of individuals or groups within a specific 

social category. Rather, her concept emphasises the transgression, negotiation and 

displacement of political, cultural and sexual borderlines. As Walter Mignolo points 

out, Anzaldúa’s intellectual image of the borderlands emerges from subaltern 

experiences within colonial modernity. Referring to the Chicana author’s “conciencia 

de la mestiza”, Mignolo appropriates the borderland paradigm to introduce his 

concept of a decolonial “critical border thinking” that fractures the epistemic 

hegemony of Western knowledge.14 In this sense, Anzaldúa can be described as a 

decolonial critic avant la lettre. 

Referencing the borderland concept when analysing diasporic Caribbean 

narratives and their queer subjects offers the reader deeper insights. Not only does 

Anzaldúa’s borderland concept describe the process of identity formation within the 

context of migration more precisely; it also draws attention to the deconstruction of 

the exclusionary mechanisms as an inherent part of binary thinking, including that 

which underpins colonial patterns and heteronormative discourses.  

Against this backdrop, my essay explores queer identity creation in the 

Caribbean diaspora within the USA’s big cities. My main areas of concern are: a) the 

critique of ‘white’ American discourses of gender and sexuality and b) the inspection 

of Caribbean homophobia as well as the reclamation of dissident perspectives on 

Cuban and Puerto Rican politics. These concerns take into account “the cross-

fertilization of decolonial thinking and queer theory”15 and therefore aim to critique 

heteronormativity grounded in the modern understanding of sexual dimorphism.16 

Following this critique, my essay approaches the intersection of race and gender, 

sexuality and nation embedded in social mechanisms of oppression. By applying 

concepts of postcolonial and decolonial theory, I will examine the wavering field of 

tension that exists between Caribbean identity and belonging, citizenship and 

lesbianism as depicted in Achy Obejas’ novel Memory Mambo (1996). Referring to 

the concept of ‘hyphenation’ introduced by Cuban-American writer and scholar 
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Gustavo Pérez Firmat in Life on the Hyphen: The Cuban-American Way (1994) and 

to Lawrence La Fountain-Stokes’s concept of a ‘sexile’, as well as to Homi K. 

Bhabha’s idea of cultural difference, I will conclude that these narrative perspectives 

create a hybridised ‘border’ state in the sense of Gloria Anzaldúa.17  

 

Cuban-American Hyphenation, Sexile, and Borderlands 

In his book Life on the Hyphen, Pérez Firmat points out that Cuban-American artists 

born abroad and raised in the United States from 1959 onwards have been 

confronted with a process of biculturation. As second-generation exiles, they have 

often been shaped by parental memories of the homeland, while incorporating 

elements of Anglo-American culture into their lifestyle.18 The hyphen therefore 

represents their bicultural placement; it is best understood as a seesaw upon which 

each culture is balanced in an oscillating manner:  

Spiritually and psychologically, you are neither aquí nor allá, you are neither 

Cuban nor Anglo. You're “cubanglo,” a word that has the advantage of 

imprecision, since one can't tell where the “Cuban” ends and the “Anglo” 

begins. Having two cultures, you belong wholly to neither one.19 

The precarious balancing act that these “one-and-a-halfers”20 perform is 

accompanied by a sense of rootlessness, since their cultural origins are confined to a 

sphere of the imagination that is dominated by the vivid memories of others: 

This is what second-stage exiles feel: that the ground has been taken out from 

under them, that they no longer know their place, that they have in fact lost 

their place.  Rather than nostalgic, they now feel estranged and disconnected.  

The provisional comforts of substitution have vanished. Now every time you 

drive by La Esquina de Tejas, in your mind’s eye you see a sign that says 

instead, “This Isn’t Havana.” If the theme of the first moment was “we are 

there,” the theme of the second moment is “we are nowhere.”21 

The literary scholar Isabel Alvarez-Borland extends Pérez Firmat’s definition by 

introducing another subgroup of second-generation exiles focusing on authors: she 
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mentions ‘Cuban-American ethnic writers’ as an additional category. According to her 

distinction, one-and-a-half generation writers have left Cuba “during their early 

adolescence and thus had Cuban childhoods and U.S. adulthoods.”22 This group has 

published literary works both in English and Spanish. In contrast, Cuban-American 

ethnic writers belong to a younger generation of authors “who came from Cuba as 

infants or who were born in the United States to parents of the first exile 

generation.”23 This group of writers is more closely related to English as a writing 

language and addresses an American as well as a Cuban audience in its works.  

Following this definition, it becomes clear that Achy Obejas belongs to the second 

group of authors, since she was born in Cuba in 1956 but migrated with her parents 

to the U.S. at age six and has published her texts in English. 

At first glance, the discourse surrounding hyphenation seems to stand in stark 

contrast to the idea of a ‘sexile’.  This term, introduced by Lawrence La Fountain-

Stokes in “De sexilio(s) homosexual(es) Latina(s): cultura puertorriqueña y lo 

nuyorican queer” [On Latin Homosexual Sexile: Puerto-Rican Culture and the 

Nuyorican Queer]24 (2004), redefines a sexually connoted form of exile as a form of 

migration:  

Esta migración a veces tiene como simple objetivo el alejarse de la familia y 

de la comunidad, ir a un lugar donde el individuo no tiene historia.  En otros 

casos, se trata de ir a un lugar que tiene fama o reputación de ser más 

tolerante para con los homosexuales, o donde hay comunidades establecidas, 

protecciones legales […].25 

[This migration has the simple objective of moving away from the family and 

community, towards a place where the individual doesn’t have a history.  In 

other instances, it involves moving to a place which is famous for or has the 

reputation of being more tolerant towards homosexuals; where established 

communities or legal protection […] exist.]26  

Taking into account that queer people were prosecuted and imprisoned within UMAP 

camps in the early stages of the Cuban revolution, the option of being freed from 

one’s cultural roots appears to be more a matter of survival than a biographical 

account of cultural disenfranchisement in this historical context.27 However, the 
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overlapping themes of cultural loss and physical integrity occurring within the queer 

exile’s progress constitute a starting point for the counternarrative that is developed 

in Memory Mambo.  

In Borderlands/La Frontera, Anzaldúa develops an intellectual framework upon 

which to explore a hybrid consciousness of gender by remapping cultural discourses 

from Mexico, the United States, and Latin America. This ‘mestiza’ consciousness 

emerges out of the convergence of cultures – a convergence that creates 

psychological conflict that forces women to renegotiate their identities and 

allegiances in the context of incompatible value systems. Within these spiritual 

borderlands, the dialectic framework of Western thought, which constructs 

“oppositions between being white and colored, female and male, heterosexual and 

queer,” can be transcended;28 instead, it introduces a tolerance for ambiguity via a 

new consciousness which embraces difference and contradiction.29 Anzaldúa’s 

decolonial feminist agenda demands that a political change must take place in the 

minds of both the oppressors and the oppressed.30 Queer identity plays a prominent 

role within this process: 

Being the supreme crossers of cultures, homosexuals have strong bonds with 

the queer white, Black, Asian, Native American, Latino, and with the queer in 

Italy, Australia and the rest of the planet. We come from all colors, all classes, 

all races, all time periods.  Our role is to link people with each other —the 

Blacks with Jews with Indians with Asians with whites with extraterrestrials. It 

is to transfer ideas and information from one culture to another.  […] 

The mestizo and the queer exist at this time and point on the 

evolutionary continuum for a purpose.  We are a blending that proves that all 

blood is intricately woven together, and that we are spawned out of similar 

souls.31  

Anzaldúa’s essayistic reflections on the hybrid queer living find a narrative 

expression in Juani Casas, the lesbian protagonist and first-person narrator of the 

novel Memory Mambo, since her character represents a mapping of intimate Cuban-

American queerness., Juani’s narrative discourse is characterised by “living on 

borders and in margins,” as well as transferring this alien experience to something 
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familiar, in which a sense of home can be cultivated beyond the dualistic matrix of 

white or black, straight or gay.32 

The author Achy Obejas and her novel Memory Mambo 

Throughout her journalistic career in Chicago, Obejas has been politically active, 

involved in the human rights movement, and working for the LGTB newspaper Windy 

City Times.33 Obejas identifies herself as a lesbian and frequently writes about the 

Cuban migratory experience in the U.S. For example, her 1994 short story collection, 

We Came All the Way from Cuba So You Could Dress Like This? and her novel 

Days of Awe (2001) both explore the histories of diasporic communities and the 

fragmented memories of Cuban exiles and refugees living in the U.S. Although 

Obejas frequently writes about her characters’ struggles with sexuality and family 

acceptance, she stresses that she has always accepted her sexual identity as part of 

herself: 

In terms of my own sexuality, I don't know what it was, but I just never blinked.  

I was always amazed when other people did; I was always sort of 

flabbergasted when people would suffer angst about it.  I understood that it 

was taboo and all of that, but I chalked it up as a kind of a generational 

problem.34 

Obejas’ first-hand observations about the struggles of other gays and lesbians 

against a background of social taboos find expression in Juani Casas, the lesbian 

protagonist and narrator of Memory Mambo. In 1978, six-year-old Juani escapes 

Cuba by boat to the U.S. with her family. Although the protagonist’s biographical 

aspects correspond to Alvarez Borland’s category of the Cuban-American ethnic, 

Juani’s life experiences are characterised by the typical balancing act of the “one-

and-a-halfers” who negotiate their feeling of belonging to different social groups. In 

the novel these groups are represented by family, friends and lovers. The twenty-

four-year-old “pretty light-skinned”35 Cuban-American works in a Chicago launderette 

that belongs to her extended family. Not knowing what to do with her life, Juani 

spends a lot of time with her numerous siblings and cousins. Her own memories of 

Cuba are blurred, consisting of faded photographs and her parents’ endlessly 

repeated anecdotes. As a result, Juani often doubts her memory, thinking that her 
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brain plays tricks on her as she has heard these stories from her parents so many 

times: 

Why do I remember foggy meetings around the kitchen table, cigars burning in 

the ashtrays, their tips glistening, while my father’s face appeared and 

disappeared behind the smoke? My mother tells me there were meetings just 

like those I remember, but that Nena, Pucho and I were in bed […]. 

If these aren’t my memories then whose are they?36 

Additionally, some of the stories that she has heard seem to be pure fabrications 

invented by her father Alberto – a light-skinned, openly anti-Castro Cuban who 

presents himself as a direct descendent of Bartholomé de las Casas and thus 

differentiates himself from the “mixed breed” of Juani’s mother.37 Juani often and with 

ease exposes his storytelling as lies; for example, when Alberto claims that he 

helped the Cuban dictator Batista to escape from Cuba in 1959, ignoring the fact that 

he himself would have been just a child at that time. As a “one-and-a-halfer” in exile, 

listening to the stories of her father yet unable to connect them with her own 

memories, Juani notices that her allá is constantly dissolving.  She experiences what 

Pérez Firmat terms a cultural “destitution.”38 The protagonist clearly identifies herself 

as a lesbian and speaks frankly about her former lovers, recounting her memories of 

sexual indulgence in poetic terms: “The very first time I pulled my fingers out from 

inside a woman, I watched the tendrils of cum catch the light.  They seemed as 

strong as a spider’s silk, as impossible as morning.”39 Although her family is aware of 

her lesbianism, Juani’s sexual orientation is banished to the sphere of unspoken 

truths by her parents: 

My mother knows about me; we’ve talked about it.  These are unsteady, 

clumsy conversations. Her basic reaction is Catholic: she is mystified but 

defers, both to her vague knowledge of the church’s condemnation, and to the 

fact of my existence. […] 

My father knows too but we don’t talk about it. This doesn’t mean there 

are any pretenses between us. To the contrary: My father is as aware as 

anyone could ever be. He avoids not just the topic of my sexuality, but any 
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subject that could inadvertently lead us there. My father’s worst fear, I think, is 

that I’ll say something to him about it.  Because he can think of nothing worse 

than having to look me in the eye and make a decision about whether to 

accept or reject me […].40 

It is not until she meets the mulatta girl Gina, a Puerto Rican independentista, that 

Juani feels challenged to question the ideals of her culturally enacted identity.  Gina 

actively supports the Puerto Rican independence movement, sympathising with the 

violent acts carried out by the paramilitary organization of the Fuerzas Armadas de 

Liberación Nacional (FALN) between 1974 and 1983.41 She works as a political 

campaign manager for the community activist Rudy Canto, who seeks election as an 

alderman in Chicago. Juani meets Gina at a political district gathering where counter-

gang measures are being discussed. At their very first encounter, even before the 

two women have exchanged words, Juani feels an intense attraction to Gina.  

However, their first date happens in private, at Gina’s flat, after both have been 

stuffing envelopes for a mail-out to promote Rudy Canto as an aldermanic candidate.  

In Gina’s flat, Juani also realises that her new girlfriend’s leftist attitude strongly 

contrasts with Juani’s own migratory history.  Pictures of Fidel Castro and Ché 

Guevara adorn the walls of Gina’s bedroom and tributes to Puerto Rican 

independence and Latin American liberation movements are scattered throughout 

the flat.  In this scene it becomes clear that Gina’s identity formation is strongly linked 

to the idea of the anti-colonial liberation struggle and the Cuban revolution.  

Juani’s self-conception is characterised by an ambivalence towards the Cuban 

socialist project, since the political developments under Castro’s rule are the reason 

why she and her family escaped to the U.S. Her relationship to Cuban history is 

conflicted and influenced not only by her own one-and-a-half biography but also by 

her lesbianism.  

After the women start seeing each other regularly, Gina critically examines 

Juani’s lifestyle. As a result, the Cuban-American begins to radically change her 

habits in order to please her girlfriend. Juani retrospectively recalls her personal 

transformation with wit and irony: 
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During my time with Gina, I ate less red meat (I refused to give it up entirely, in 

spite of her health and political warnings, because it also meant I would eat 

less Cuban food, which I love and refuse to give up for anything or anyone, 

including her), no California grapes or lettuce (because of the boycotts) […] I 

ate a lot more soy (which I actually like), brown rice (which I think ruins every 

Cuban rice dish in Cocina Al Minuto) […].42 

The above passage shows the difficult balancing act of a life on the hyphen: in order 

to maintain a continuing love relationship with Gina and to avoid frictions, Juani is 

willing to subordinate her cultural eating habits to the political ideal of fair trade. 

However, her cultural seesaw oscillates upon a simple consumer choice between the 

elements of homeland and the expectations of the leftist LOHA environment Gina 

belongs to.43 At the beginning of the relationship, it seems that Juani’s efforts to 

adapt to Gina’s political agenda have had a balancing impact: in return for Juani’s 

change in consumer habits, Gina forces herself to patiently listen to stories told by 

Juani’s father at family meetings, which generally adopt a harsh tone towards the 

Castro regime. 

Despite their mutual efforts to reach a compromise, however, the relationship 

is exposed to increasing frictions due to Gina’s refusal to come out of the closet.  For 

Gina, a frank, public admission of her lesbianism would socially separate her from 

her fellow political combatants; moreover, she considers the general discussion of 

sexual identity to be the product of an affluent, white Anglo-Saxon Protestant society. 

In Gina’s eyes, coming out of the closet is not compatible with the aim of political 

emancipation from colonial dependence, since liberal debates on sexual identity are 

part of the oppressor’s logic. Gina’s argumentation corresponds to the colonial 

strategy of homosexualising the image of subjugated countries. According to the 

Nuyorican poet and literary critic Alfredo Villanueva Collado, this strategy played a 

crucial role during the Spanish-American war when Spain lost its colonial power over 

Puerto Rico and the USA annexed the island into its own national territory.44 In his 

essay “René Marqués, Ángel Lozada, and The Constitution of The (Queer) Puerto 

Rican National Subject” (2007), the Nuyorican writer shows the links between 

Spanish colonialism, North American imperialism, and the construction of the Puerto 

Rican national body as a male homosexual subject by analysing contemporary 
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Puerto Rican literature. He refers to texts of authors such as René Marqués or Luis 

Rafael Sánchez to provide evidence for “an internalized homophobia and absorption 

into postmodern neocolonialist discourse, particularly in the critical writings.”45 In this 

sense, Gina’s idea of staying in the closet in order to support the anti-colonial 

liberation struggle reproduces the neocolonial duality in which national autonomy is 

perceived as ‘straight’ and colonial dependence as ‘queer’. 

The antagonistic political positions of the two lovers repeatedly give rise to 

strong and emotionally draining debates.  Juani reflects on these retrospectively as 

painful memories:  

“Look, I’m not interested in being a lesbian, in separating politically from my 

people,” she’d say to me, her face hard and dark.  “What are we talking about? 

Issues of sexual identity? While Puerto Rico is a colony? While Puerto Rican 

apologists are trying to ram statehood down our throats with legislative tricks 

and sleights of hand? You think I’m going to sit around and discuss sexual 

identity? Nah, Juani, you can do that—you can have that navel-gazing 

discussion.” 

And though she never quite said it, I felt the sting: I knew part of the 

reason why I was pinned with this topic as personally important was not 

because it was valid, but because I’m Cuban, and in Gina’s eyes, 

automatically more privileged […]. 

“That’s so white, this whole business of sexual identity,” she’d say, 

while practically undoing my pants. “But you Cubans, you think you’re 

white…”46 

Here, Gina’s words allude clearly to the stereotypical idea of the white Cuban exile 

formerly belonging to a colonially derived land-owning class, who had to escape the 

revolutionary transitions occurring in Cuba after their property was expropriated. In 

fact, a large percentage of Cuban-Americans occupy an intermediary socioeconomic 

position between the Hispanic and non-Hispanic populations, right up until today.47 

This is also strongly related to the fact that, since the time of Castro’s government, 

exiled Cubans have received the status of political refugees in the U.S., thus granting 
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them privileged treatment under U.S. immigration laws that other non-political Latin-

American immigrants were subjected to. Up until the 1990s, statistical evidence 

shows that 83% of Cuban-Americans were classified as white and an overwhelming 

proportion had achieved a noticeably higher level of socioeconomic success than 

other groups of Hispanic-origin immigrants.48  

Nevertheless, this image must be considered carefully: Ever since the 

beginning of the Special Period in the 1990s, the migration flow to the U.S. also has 

affected other social and ethnic groups in Cuba that are not exclusively white and do 

not belong to the pre-revolutionary upper class. The Cuban author and film scholar 

Eliseo Altunaga points out, for example, that after Mariel, “there’s an exodus of 

blacks” to the U.S.49 The Cuban-American myth of ‘racialised’ success therefore 

cannot be generalised. The literary scholar Margarethe Herzog argues that Cuban 

immigrants in the U.S. are confronted with problems such as unemployment and the 

search for housing when securing their livelihood, just as much as other migrant 

groups.50  

However, Puerto Rican migrants are among the lowest-paid, lowest-educated 

and most impoverished minorities in the U.S.  Members of the Puerto Rican-

American community who have been granted U.S. citizenship because of the island’s 

status as an unincorporated U.S. territory are aware of their disadvantaged situation 

and tend to see Cuban success within American society critically.51 In this sense, 

Gina’s stereotyping of the Cuban-American population represents the collective 

subaltern perspective of a marginalised migrant group from the Hispanic Caribbean 

region in the U.S.  

In any case, Gina’s criticism of the supposedly ‘white’ imperial discourse on 

sexual identity reveals itself as a product of colonial thinking, because her argument 

ignores Hispanic contributions to the LGBT movements in the U.S., for example, their 

involvement in the Stonewall riots in 1969.52 La Fountain-Stokes critically notes this 

hegemonic blind spot: 

Desafortunadamente […] los individuos y las aportaciones culturales que no 

son de origen blanco, anglosajón, protestante, de clase alta o media, 

masculina y heterosexual no son valoradas de igual manera que las otras, ni 
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en los EE.UU.  ni en el imaginario extranjero sobre ese país.  Por más 

privilegiada(s) que parezca(n) a nivel mundial, la(s) cultura(s) homosexuale(s) 

estadounidense(s) — como la(s) de otras comunidades “subalternas” — ha(n) 

sido marginada(s) o excluida(s) del discurso oficial;53 

[Unfortunately […] individuals and cultural contributions not deriving from a 

white, Anglo-Saxon, Protestant, upper- or middle-class, male or heterosexual 

origin, are not given equal assessment either in the U.S., or in the popular 

perception of the U.S. in foreign imaginations.  Although homosexual U.S. 

culture(s) may seem to be privileged on a global level, they have been 

marginalised and excluded from official discourse alongside other “subaltern” 

communities.]54 

Gina’s anti-colonial observations paradoxically represent the same reactionary reflex 

that is characterised by a colonial concept of ‘Othering’.55  By perceiving the plurality 

of sexual identity as part of a white ideology, she adopts a heterosexist position 

which corresponds to a “sexualized racism”:56 whilst queer identity making is possible 

within a white society, the breaking of sexual dimorphism is forbidden within the 

cultural context of being ‘non-white’. Gina’s point of view shows the entanglements of 

different systems of oppression. Here, the markers of class, race, gender, and 

sexuality interact intersectionally within a system of oppression to produce diverse 

constructions of the deviant. 

The women’s distinctly different ways of dealing with their lesbianism, which 

are rooted in irreconcilable political differences, cause the tensions between Gina 

and Juani to grow. This conflict reaches its climax when Gina invites Juani to a party 

at her house, where Gina’s friends start to scoff at her for being a typical Cuban exile 

and accuse her of being a ‘Gusana’.57 When the party is over, Juani realises that 

Gina is not going to apologise for the jokes that were made at her expense or for her 

friends’ teasing. Instead, Gina takes this taunting even further, describing Juani’s 

parents’ decision to leave Cuba as a despicable act and asking Juani what she would 

have done in their place. 

“I wouldn’t have left.” She [Gina] paused.  “How about you—if you’d been old 

enough to decide for yourself—would you have left?”  
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The truth is, I’d never thought about it before.  […]  

And I realized that I’d left Cuba too young to remember anything but 

snatches of color and scattered words, like the cut-out letters in a ransom 

note. And what little I could put together had since been forged and painted 

over by the fervor, malice and nostalgia of others.  What did I really know? 

And who did I believe? Who could I believe? […] 

And I realized, sitting there on Gina’s couch, that, among all the 

dizzying feelings bloating my brain, I was jealous that she and her friends 

knew so much about my country, and I knew so little […] I had spent all my 

time working in a laundromat folding other people’s clothes […].58 

Because of the previous events at the party and because of Gina’s hostile attitude 

towards her family history, Juani feels that her cultural identity and autobiographical 

narrative is being painfully called into question.  This leads to a violent knee-jerk 

reaction: 

But what I did next, I’m not proud of.   

I rocked a bit to the side, just going with her motion, but when I came 

back up, my fist had somehow rolled into a wrecking ball, the knuckles all 

pointy and aimed at her face. I don’t know why or how but I smashed it into her 

[…] and I felt the bones of her face collapse under my hand.59 

The violent break-up causes a deep crisis in the protagonist’s life, forcing Juani to 

renegotiate her sense of cultural belonging by focusing on her lesbian identity. This 

process finds its expression in Juani’s statements about her queer identity which 

develops cross-links between her hyphenated position and the global struggle for gay 

rights. These extend the stereotypical idea of the Cuban exile to include the 

dimension of heterosexist exclusion. In the following, I will argue that these explored 

entanglements correspond to a narrative which articulates mental borderlands as it is 

described by Anzaldúa. 
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Juani’s Enunciations of Mental Borderlands 

Shifting the focus to Juani’s reflections on her own lesbian identity – and, in 

particular, those which come after her fight with Gina – I will look at samples of 

literary devices which bring to light her border consciousness in terms of cross-

cultural belonging and female sexuality.  Relationships with images and text play a 

crucial role in illustrating the narrator’s spiritual borderlands.  

In the given example, Juani’s reflections are articulated in the form of an 

ekphrasis as she describes photographs of her cousin Titi. Titi lives in Cuba but has 

desperately tried to escape the island on several occasions, without success: 

I know about Titi only through stories […]. I’ve seen photographs. I’ve seen her 

crazy hair, her crazy eyes. I’ve seen the way she leans into a doorframe, 

wearing only a loose print housedress, and the desperation etched into her 

brave and weary face. I know just from the pictures—Titi at the beach grinning 

and straddling a raft, Titi with her arms around her friends at work, Titi smoking 

like Bogart and staring intently at the sea from the gray and crumbling 

malecón—that Titi’s a lesbian. There’s no androgyny, no fashion statement, no 

political button or secret hand signal to give her away. There is nothing other 

than her particular madness.60 

Here, the issue of queerness and gender oppression is not expressed via narrative 

telling, but rather via showing. Images are employed to transmit a sense of what it 

means to be a lesbian in Cuba, to great effect. By analysing her cousin’s appearance 

in the photographs, Juani draws a questionable link between sexual orientation and a 

psychological disease – a link which she immediately recognises. However, her 

thoughts are characterised by a historically connoted political consciousness of 

lesbian and gay resistance, which critically focuses on the marginalisation of gays 

and lesbians in Cuba: 

I know everything just by gazing at her; I know it in my heart, which reads and 

decodes her every gesture and look. More importantly, I also know that the 

damage in Titi’s soul—and it’s there, clear as the blue skies in every one of 

these photographs—is connected to how she loves, or more precisely, how 
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she’s not allowed to love. Her face, with its thin lines and bloody red lips, is a 

map of a sealed island, surrounded not by water but by an invisible, electrified 

barbed wire.  

I also know how dangerous all this is to say—how suggesting a 

correlation between being queer and being nuts throws out more than thirty 

years of civil rights and all the goodwill built up by Martina Navratilova’s 

Wimbledon records and Pedro Zamora’s MTV love affair.61  

The narrator uses Titi’s facial features to describe an insular metaphor, that of an 

inner ‘sexile’. The overlapping of facial and geographic topographies depicts Cuba as 

an iconographic space of gendered confinement, leading to psychological damage. 

This image is then contextualised through allusions to the narratives of public figures 

and their commitment to LGBT issues in the U.S. By referring to the Cuban-American 

Pedro Zamora, who raised international awareness of gay love and AIDS education 

throughout his acting as a cast member on the MTV reality series The Real World, 

Juani focuses the contributions made by Cubans outside their home country to break 

heteronormative gender patterns.62 Using this reference, the protagonist establishes 

a link between her hyphenated cultural origins and the option of political engagement 

for gay rights. Although Juani is wary of invoking dangerous prejudices by making a 

connection between queerness and psychological disorder and this conflicts with her 

own self-conception, she tolerates the contradiction for the purpose of connecting on 

a spiritual level with her cousin in Cuba: 

Titi’s problem is not, of course, that there aren’t other queers in Cuba —there 

are, and always have been, plenty.  It’s not that there isn’t a gay society within 

all the political sloganeering and the official silences about homosexuality, 

because there is.  […] It’s not that Titi hasn’t had lovers […]— I know from the 

shadings, omissions and insinuations, that she’s been loved and has loved, 

powerfully and jealously.  But […] what’s evident only on my radar: My cousin 

Titi’s need to be loved in daylight— […].63 

Here, the desire to love freely and without societal constraints is expressed 

metaphorically, using daylight to associate it with the empty space in which the 

historical taboo on homosexuality in Cuba occurred, and brings it back to symbolic 
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visibility. The symbolism of daylight also alludes to Gina’s oppression of her 

lesbianism: in the novel Gina appears as the closeted migrant figure of Hispanic 

Caribbean descent. She is unable to live her emotional and sexual desires outside of 

her apartment due to a dialectic thinking that hierarchises political aims by giving 

priority to the struggle for national independence over the global struggle for gay 

rights. It is precisely this graphic conceptualisation of her cousin’s desire for 

individual freedom and her experience of social oppression that enables Juani to 

explore, vis-à-vis her visual memory, a part of her own Cubaneo and to reconnect 

with her experiences with closeted people in the U.S.:64  

Even though I’m here, in what is supposed to be the land of the free, I share 

this desire with my cousin Titi. Every lover I’ve ever had has been closeted, 

has always instantly looked over her shoulder when we’ve kissed on a street 

corner or train station platform. This was especially, and most painfully, true of 

Gina.65 

A spiritual kinship is evoked via Juani’s perception of her cousin’s photograph, a 

connection that consists of a transnationally shared experience of the two relatives. 

In very different contexts, both cousins have experienced alienation and inner exile – 

either through their marginalisation within society or through their relationships with 

lovers who have accepted repressive social norms.  Juani’s identity as a Cuban exile 

thus attains a dualistic quality, referring not only to the polarising hyphenation of 

Cuban-American life but also to a semantic concept which realises her inward sense 

of psychic and sexual exile. In this sense, Memory Mambo allows for rethinking the 

term of ‘sexile’ raised by La Fountain-Stokes. Throughout the novel, the topographic 

conditionality of the concept is semantically expanded to include the spiritual abyss of 

inner sexual exile:  

What I mean is this: I am as marked by genetics and exile as everyone else, 

as comfortably a part of any family portrait as the others. But though nobody 

much notices, I’m also a stranger in my own family, whether my connection is 

by blood or experience.  […]  

My lesbianism is not the cause of my alienation, but it’s part of it.66 
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At this point in the novel, the narrator is able to express her personal position as a 

queered declaration of cultural difference.67 She realises that her inner existence is 

located within a third space where the boundaries of diverse cultural systems 

intersect.68 This recognition also has an impact on Juani’s decision making because, 

for the first time in her life, she yearns to realise her wish to visit Cuba and get to 

know the relatives who stayed behind, thereby retracing the footsteps of her 

childhood. Independent of the fact that the question of whether Juani will set out on 

that journey remains open until the end of the novel, her wish reveals a narrator who 

increasingly explores her own cultural borderlands.  

By bringing the repressive contexts of revolutionary Cuba together with the 

conservative Catholic values of the anti-Castro exile and crossing them with the 

homophobic discourse of the Puerto Rican anticolonial liberation struggle, as well as 

with ideals of the American civil rights movement, Juani’s reflections create an 

experimental mind-set that withdraws from dualist trajectories of exclusion. This 

hybridised perspective of queerness and cultural difference offers a parallel to 

Anzaldúa’s reflections in Borderlands: 

Being lesbian and raised Catholic, indoctrinated as straight, I made the choice 

to be queer (for some it is genetically inherent). It’s an interesting path, one 

that continually slips in and out of the white, the Catholic, the Mexican, the 

indigenous, the instincts. In and out of my head. It makes for loquería, the 

crazies. It is a path of knowledge — one of knowing (and of learning) the 

history of oppression of our raza. It is a way of balancing, of mitigating 

duality.69 

The photographic representation is to be considered as a Cuban-American 

exemplification of this “path of knowledge”. The ekphrasis of the photograph 

illustrates a queer feminist ‘border thinking’ by bringing together the dimensions of 

sexual orientation, inner as well as physical exile and relating them with the process 

of hyphenation. It intertwines the Cuban-American, Puerto Rican, and Cuban 

biographies of three lesbian women whose life experience with regard to the 

Hispanic Caribbean world could not be more polarised. Through them, the struggle 

for postcolonial concepts of national identity enacts the crucial question of 
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intersectionality and homophobia in the Caribbean and within minority contexts of the 

U.S. Sexual identities which extend beyond a heteronormative, Caribbean model as 

well as discriminatory racial markers from within the U.S. are narratively renegotiated 

in a queer mestiza way that reveals the colonial traps of nationalist projects.  

In Memory Mambo, Obejas conveys a decolonial critique of heteronormativity 

from the perspective of a Cuban-American life narrative. The way in which the 

conflicts of Cuban exiles are reframed by Obejas through the lens of sexual 

orientation keenly conveys the sense of solitude and vulnerability that is experienced 

by cultural border crossers. The Cuban sexile is a space where the tensions between 

intersecting oppressions exacerbate one another and are brought out into the open 

and confronted. Similarly, the interaction between the categories class, race, gender, 

sexual orientation, and nation is brought into clearer focus under the magnifying 

glass of the lesbian relationship between Juani and Gina. In her reflections on her 

broken relationship, Juani deploys a borderland discourse drawing on diverse cultural 

and aesthetic references in order to renegotiate and relate different ideas of political 

resistance and sexual identity making, such as U.S.-American television, Cuban food 

culture, Catholicism or photography. Thus, she connects the personal experiences of 

the sexile to larger tensions, e.g. the global fight for gay rights, the escape from Cuba 

as a form of silent protest against government-endorsed homophobia, and the 

anticolonial liberation struggle of Puerto Rican immigrants in the U.S. Moreover, 

Juani’s speech acts deconstruct Gina’s ideal of the independent, modern nation as a 

heterosexist conception. They evoke the neo-colonial subtext of the strategy used by 

imperial factions to sexualise subjugated populations as a ‘gay’ national body.  

By reflecting the closeted situations of Gina and Titi, Juani’s discourse 

exposes the presence of homophobia within Caribbean political contexts where the 

ideal to overcome colonial structures is predominant, e.g. the Puerto Rican liberation 

struggle or the Cuban Revolution. In both cases the colonial image of subjugated 

people “understood to be aberrations” of heteronormative masculinity persists 

obstinately.70 Hence, the protagonist’s hyphenated perspectives play a key role in 

articulating a decolonial exploration of queerness, by disclosing contradictory 

continuity of colonial gender patterns within contemporary Caribbean debates on 
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national sovereignty. As such, the novel succeeds in providing a laboratory for 

“decolonizing gender”.71 
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